
 
Why a review of CIPAC Methods and what does the list of “CIPAC Methods no longer 
supported” mean? 
 

In this document, CIPAC explains the processes and endpoints of the CIPAC Method 

Review and what it may mean for different end users of CIPAC Methods.  

 

 

Both pesticide compounds and the technology to analyze these compounds in the technical 

material and formulations have life cycles. Older pesticides become obsolete, newer more 

sophisticated techniques are introduced.  

 

The review process considers the various uses of CIPAC methods,  

• for pesticide control by official laboratories 

• for preparation of registration dossiers for national pesticide authorities 

• for FAO and WHO specifications.  

 

The review is done Handbook by Handbook1, leading to an annually updated list for pesticide 

methods which were identified as no longer supported by CIPAC. Currently, the publication 

list of all Handbook ever published includes the following Volumes 

the list containing the method review of the following Handbooks 1B to E is available (see 

below). 

 

Handbook Remarks 

1 (1977) out of print. Not included in review 

1 A (1980) out of print, partial reprint of MT-

Methods in Handbook F,  

The review of MT methods is covered in a 

Method Review in near future (June 2009) 

1 B (1983) included in Method Review  

1 C (1985) included in Method Review  

D (1988) included in Method Review  

E (1993) included in Method Review  

F (1995)   draft review published in late 2009 

G (1995) not yet scheduled 

H (1998) not yet scheduled 

                                            
1 Handbooks were numbered with a combination of numerical and alphanumerical 
values like 1, 1A etc. Since Handbook D, alphanumerical designations only were 
used. 



       
 
 

J  (2000) not yet scheduled 

K (2003) not yet scheduled 

L (2006) not yet scheduled 

M to appear in 2009 

 

 

 

The review process takes into account the following aspects 

• the year of adoption of the method,  

• FAO and or WHO specifications which base on these methods, if existing for such a 

compound. 

 

Analytical methods for important compounds with a broad use that are less satisfactory 

methods in terms of selectivity, use of hazardous reagents etc. will receive a high priority for 

a possible replacement of the method. 

Methods for superseded compounds or methods for pesticides where strong reservations 

against the adopted method  are declared as “no longer supported” and a negative list is 

published on the CIPAC website and in future CIPAC Handbooks. 

There is no possibility to base a method extension on such a method.  

However, the methods which are no longer supported by CIPAC can maybe still be used and 

are maybe fit for purpose, but they cannot be regarded as valid CIPAC methods.  

 

If you are interested in using a CIPAC Method published in Handbooks 1B to E or F and wish 

to know which status it has, proceed as follows: 

i. identify the Handbook where the Method is published using the Cumulative Index in 

Handbook M (e.g. for vinclozolin in Handbook D)  

ii. refer to the “list of Methods no longer supported” to see whether or not this method 

falls in this category (for this example yes – it is listed) 

iii. if the Method is listed, then it is classified as no longer supported – you can still use it, 

but CIPAC can neither accept inquiries about the method nor proposals for method 

extension. 
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